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Thirty-five percent of CSUSB students used a condom the last
time they had sex compared with 36' percent of the U.S .

STDs affecting
American teens
Stephanie Salvador
Staff Writer
One in four teenage girls in
the US is infected with a sexually
transmitted disease (STD), according to a recent study published by
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC).
The- most common STD
infections · are human papillomavirus (HPV), chlamydia, the
herpes simplex virus and trichomoniasis.
CSUSB wellness coordinator
Carlos Carrio credits the unusually
high number ~f STD cases to risky
behavior.
"It boils down to personal
choice. The majorjty of cases that
are diagnosed here on campus are
of people who engage in risky sexual behavior, although anybody
who is sexllally active is at risk,"
· Carrio said.
Last August, CSUSB health
lectUrer Robert LaChausse conducted a survey on campus which
suggested that CSUSB students

are more sexually astive than the
rest of the country.
At the time the survey was
conducted, 66 percent of students
reported they had sex within the
last 30 days compared with 46 percent in the U.S.
The percent of' students who
used a condom the last time they
has 'Sex was about the same as the
overall population of the U.S.
Thirty-five percent ofCSUSB
students used 11 condom the last
time they had sex compared with
36 percent of the U.S.
"This shows that young college students are at greater risk
because they are more active.
They think that they just want to
have fun and this is the only time
to do it," said Carrio. " Alcohol
consumption also plays a role in
the high numbers of STD cases
because inhibitions go out the window."
The CDC report suggested
that young females are at a greater
risk than any other group.
Continued on Pg. 2

Courtesy of AP News

The drugs found in the water supply affect 41 million Americans.

Drugs fou nd in water
Elsa Escarcega
Staff Writer
During !\ five-month investigation, the Associated Press discovered that drugs have been
detected in the drinking water supplies of 24 major metropolitan
areas that go from Southern

California to Northern New
Jersey.
The pharmaceuticals found in
the water supply affect 4 1 million
Americans.
The phammceuticals found in
the water include antibiotics, anticonvulsants, mood stabilizers and
Continued on Pg. 2
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Cal State San Bernardino 's
accounting and finance department
scored a $150,000 grant_
The grant will be put toward
research grants and student scholarships.
F.
Merrell
The
John
Charitable Foundation gave the
grant to the College of Business &
Public Administration.
It is a three-year grant that
will be disbursed evenly each year.
The Merrell Foundation is a
non-profit organization. They are
independent and private.
John F. Merrell was a· selfeducated man who built a multi-·
million dollar business in the magazine distribution industry here in
the Inland Empire, according to a
press release from the Office of
Public Affairs.
If a person were to even try to
Magdalen Lumpkin/Chronicle
look up John F. Merrell or the John
CSUSB Professor and Chair of Accounting and Finance Department, Ghulam Sarwar.
F. Merrell Charitable Foundation
"The project was titled Kamig and Dean of the Co)lege of 2008.
they would not get very far. This is
Accounting
Research
and Business
and
· Public
The money was divided into
because it is'not located online, but
Scholarship
F~nding
Proposal,"
Administration
(CPBA)
Karen
student
scholarships and faculty
rather through an accounting firm .
said
Ghulam
Sarwar,
a
professor
Dill
Bowerman.
research
fellowships wh-ere the
Instead of an application
and
chair
of
accounting
and
Michael
Farrell,
president
and
department
designated the amount
being processed, the department of
finance.
CEO
of
the
John
F.
Merrell
of
money
to
where it should be
accounting and finance was
The
first
$50,000
check
of
the
Foundation,
presented
it
during
an
·applied.
req_uired to send in a detailed projgrant was given to President Albert on campus ceremony on Jan. 25, Continued on Pg. 3
ect.

GovernorS budget cuts get the ax
activiti~ generate $4.53 in additional spending, according to
CSUSB released statistics.
CSUSB could potentially lose
"The current budget proposal
$4.18 million come 2008-2009 's would mean more than $1 billion
school year and an estimated 300 lost in economic activity for
incoming students will be turned California," according to released
down by CSUSB.
.
statistics.
Students, faculty, staff and
The campus-wide meeting
school officials gathered in the noted that the CSU is the econom. Santos Manuel Student Union ic engine of California and that it
Thursday morning to discuss the is the solution to California's state
governor's proposed budget cut on defici t, rather than the problem.
the csu and the impact it would
CSU campuses graduate 87
percent of the state~s teachers, 64
have on California 's economy.
The governor 's proposed percent of the state's nurses and 52
budget cut of$3 12.9·million along percent of agricultural professionwith the $73.2 million to buy out als, according to California
a student fee increase, could bring Faculty
Association
(CFA)
the total reductio~ to more than President Tom Meisenhelder.
$3 86 million for CSU's 2008'Fifty-one percent of all bache2009 school year, according to a lor degrees in California are grantmedia release.
ed by the CSU, according to
The suggested cuts come Meisenhelder.
three years after 'the· CSU budget
"The CSU is a primary
was reduct<d by $522 million avenue of earned social mobi lity
between 2002 and 2005.
for the less fortunate and underThe proposed reduction served citizens of the state,"
would turn down an estimated Meisenhelder added.
10,000 qualified students across
According to CFA statistics,
the CSU graduates 58 percent of
the CSU.
"There's no place left to cut the state's Latinos and graduates
without turning away thousands of 52 percent of African-Americans.
qualified students and limiting
"[The CSU] is the primary
options for current students," source of higher education for the
CSUSB President Albert Kamig state's working and middle-class
saiq.
families," Meisenhelder stated in a
"For
Cal
State
San CFA article.
Bernardino, the governor's pro"The CSU is the viability of
posed budget cuts would result in the state," Karnig said.
real faculty and staff job cuts,
The budget summit also
which would, in turn, limit enroll- encouraged attendees to j oin a
ment and result in larger classes, wide grassroots effort to prevent
less ~tudent support services and the cuts by contacting state reprepotentially higher student fees," sentatives and emphasizing CSU's
Kamig added.
value to the state's economy.
For each $1 the state invests
Speakers included -A.S.l. ,
in · CSUSB, university-related CFA and CSU representat\ves.

Adria na Vargas
Assistant News Editor

CSU FY 08-09 Governor's Budget
CSU General Fund:
$2,977,296,000
$213,576,000
$3,190,872,000

Proposed cut in CSU Budget
Request
·
CSUSB
F Y 08-09 Pla nning Budget
$4,186,300
$3,932, 100
$8,118,400

$5,693,

$1 ,685,
Adjustment From
08-09 Budget Report
Data courtesy of CSUSB President's Office
The proposed budget cut of more than $386 million will effect
California's economy.
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:South American.leaders.meet to end crisis
.

Chavez and helping Correa get
elected,
according
to
the
AssoCiated Press.
The 20-nation . Rio Group
Uribe held up documents he
· ~ummit met in Santo Domingo on said were from the laptop of Raul
;Fri. March 7, 2008 to discuss the Reyes, the rebel leader killed in the
current crisis in Latin America.
attack. Uribe said one message to
·: · A couple of the nations pres- the guerrillas' top commander told
~nt were Colomb.ia, Ecuador, and of "aid delivered to Rafael' Correa,
Venezuela.
as instructed."
~
The cns1s began after
Colombia promised to turn
C::olombia bombed a rebel carqp over the evidence to Ecuador for
jJ,lst inside Ecuador on March I, investigation, according to Yahoo
2008. The raid killed 24 guerrillas, News.
including Luis Edgar Devia, a top
· Chavez invited in Ingrid
commander.
. Betancourt, the rebels' highestThe raid was the first time the profile hostage, and urged Uribe to
<Zolombian army had killed a allow a multinational group into
tPember of the Revolutionary Colombia to get more hostages
Armed Forces of Colombia out.
Uribe rejected the idea.
~ARC).
: FARC is a guerrilla group that
"Thi!l conflict is beginning to
' been fighting for 44 years, destabilize regional relations," said
~as
according to the Washington Post.
Brazilian foreign policy . adviser
"This is not a bilateral prob- Marco Aurelio Garcia. "We are
lem, it's a regional problem," mobilizing all of Brazil's diplomatEcuador's President Rafael Correa ic resources and those of other
s,aid. "Should this set a precedent, South American capitals to find a
tatin America will become anoth- · lasting solution."
er Middle East."
The resolution of the crisis
Colombian President Alvaro came in the form of a declaration
Oribe said his military was forced that noted Uribe had apologized
to act because Colombia's neigh- for the raid and that he promised
bors have provided refuge to never to violate another nation's
~ARC, which finances · its anti- border,
according
to
the
governrnent insurgency through Washington Post.
kidnapping and the cocaine trade.
"With the commitment to
Uribe continued to say that the never again attack a brother counrebels responded by doing favors try and the request for forgiveness,
for Venezuelan President Hugo we can consider this grave inc~dent

Elva Casas
ttaff Writer

as over," said Correa.
Colombia pledged not to follow through on its threat to seek
genocide charges against Chavez
at an international court.
Nicaragua said it would
restore. diplomatic relations with
Colombia, broken off only the day
before. Chavez said trade with
Colombia should "keep increasing," two days after saying he didn't y.rant even "a grain of rice" from
his neighbor, according to the
Associated Press.
"Colombia has the legitimate
right to go after terrorists... wher-

ever they may be, of course without harming the sovereignty of
another country,:• said Salvadoran
President Tony Saca.
Ecuador,
Venezuela and
Nicaragua focused on Colombia's
violation of Ecuador's sovereignty,
while Colombia said that its· people are under threat from rebels
hiding outside ·its borders.
The presidents of Colombia,
Ecuador and Venezuela agreed to
end the bitter standoff that had
resulted in troop deployments, a
downtum in trade, and a rupture in
diplomatic relations.

Courtesy of Vanderbilt.edu

The raid that started the crisis between Colombia, Ecuador, and
V~nezuela killed 24 guerrillas, includ.ing a top commander.

Continued:

STD's increase among college students
"What we found is alarming,"
said CDC's leader of the study, Dr.
$ara Forhan.
1
. "This means that far too many
young women are at risk for the
serious health effects of un~reated
$TDs, including infertility ·and
Gervical cancer," Forhan added.
Even girls who say they have
<;>nly had sex once have a one in
five chance of being infected.
"This is not new data, but a
way to better understand the leadifig edge of the most vulnerable
part of the population," said Dr.
f.ohn Douglas, director of the CDC
Division of STD prevention.
i '.'This is a scary thought that
these types of STDs have become
so common," said CSUSB student
Kimberly Lopez. "I don't think

Editor in Chief: Daniel Otianga
Managing Editor: Elizabeth Saucedo
News Editor: Malori Merki
Asst News Editor: Adrianna Vargas
Campm News Editor: Nick de Leon
Multicultural Editor: Kevin Manning
Health/Science Editor: Nick Gibson

young people realize how serious
to the CDC.
The CDC encourages less
this is because some STDs have
focus on abstinence programs,
cures so th~y think STDs are not
so serious. Even so, they could
still cause harm to the.body."
The CDC also found that less
than half of ydUng women who get
pregnancy tests and emergency
contraception are screened for ·
STDs.
"It is very important for
young people to get tested regularly to avoid · the risk of becoming
infected," Carrio said.
"The longer an STD goes
untreated, the more harm it may
cause," Carrio said.
The rise in STD cases also has
a direct fiscal impact on the U.S.
STDs cost the U.S. more than
$15 billion every year, according

because they are "unrealistic", and
more focus on adequate sex education.

Continued:

Pharm.aceuticals
found in water
sex hormones.
Pharmaceuticals get in the
water 'when people consume pills.
Their bodies absorb some of
the drugs, but some pass through.
Scientists do not know the
risks of long-term exposure to low
levels of pharmaceuticals, according to the AP.
Most water treatments do not
remove all drug residues.
Of the 62 major water
providers contacted, the drinking
water for only 28 were tested
according to the AP.
The federal government does
not require any testing and has not
set safety limits for drugs in water.
"The technology has allowed
just recently to measurelevels of
substances in parts per billion that
is why we find new things in water
that we ignored in the past, but it is
almost impossible to know what
would be the effect on our health,"
Larry Beeson, assistant professor
of epidemiology at Lorna Linda
University, said.
· "lt is impossible to test for
everything, for every mineral,
micronutrient, because it is very
expensive and before we didn't
have the technology," Beeson said.
"We don't know if to some degree
they [pharmaceuticals in the
water] go right through and don't
stay in your body, or if they might ·
store in the fat tissue."
Bottled water and home filtration systems are exposed to the
pharmaceuticals ..
Some bottles that repackage
tap water ·do not treat or test for
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pharmaceuticals, according to the
industry's main trade group.
The same goes for the makers
of home filtration systems.
Researchers do not understand the exact risks from decades
of persistent exposure to random
combinations of low levels of
pharmaceuticals yet.
However, recent studies which have gone virtually unnoticed by .the general public - have
found alarming ef(ects on human
cells and wildlife, according to the
AP.
The test results obtained by
the AP said anti-epileptic and antianxiety medications were detected
in a portion of the treated drinking
water for 18.5 million people in
Southern California.
The AP also reported that ·
resul(s showed that a sex hormone
was detected in San Francisco's
diinking water.
" It is almost impossible to
know if this will effect our health
in the long-term because there is
nothing in a disease that tells you
for sure that came from that exposure," Beeson said.
R everse osmosis is a technolT
ogy that removes almost all pharmaceutical contaminants.
·
However, it is too expensive
and inefficient for hirge-scale use,
according to the AP.
Some scientists stress that the
research is extremely limited, and
there are too many unknowns.
They say, though, that the
documented health problems m
wildlife are disconcerting.

~.calprop.com

Your Transfer ·choice
Chapman University College, one of Califomiu's most respected universities for adult lt;amcrs,
. is also your perfect transfer choice. Tramfer a minimum of 60 crec.lits with your AA <.Iegree.
Chapman accepts UC/CSU IOETC lower divi ion requirement certification. In addition, program
specific articulation agreements help assure that Jhe classes you're taking will transfer to Chapman.
With classes starting every 10 weeks, you woo't have to wait long· to get started on completing
your Jegree and fulfilling yl)ur perwnal and professi<:mal goals. .

Ul'Ulergraduate, graduate, and certificate programs in:
General Education, Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice,
Health Administration, H eafth Services Management, Human Resources, Liberal Studies,
Organizational Leadership, Psychology, Social Science, and Sociology:

Graduate Educarion degree and credenrial programs in:
Education, Special Education, and Teaching

Not all programs available at aU locatim1S.

For more information call 866..CHAPMAN
or visit us online www.chapman.edu/inlandempire ·

Moreno Valley
22620 Goldencrest Dr.

Ontario
2890 Inland Empire Blvd.

Suite 105

Suite 110

866-CHAPMAN

866-CHAPMAN

www.chapman.~du/morenovalley

www.chapman .edu/ontario

Chapman. University is accredited by and is a member ~f the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs are accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentioling.

Room for Rent
Female preferred.
Close to CSUSB, new
home, furnished room.
Utilities & Wireless
Internet included. No
smoking , no pets.
$495/month. 951-2036346

Rooms Available
Near CSUSB, new
house, many nice features, full house privileges, $650-$950, free
high speed internet and
cable TV. Call for
details 909-886-8657 o
909-289-2719

Laptop Found
March 2008, contact:
951-4~0-2603
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Europe launches Automated Transfer Vehicle
Yahaira Hernandez
Staff Writer

The European Space Agency
(ESA) announced the development
of the Automated Transfer Vehicle
(ATV).
The ATV is designed to supply the International Space Station
(ISS) with propellant, water, air,
payload and experiments.

The Automated Transfer
Vehicle was named Jules Verne
after the famous French visionary
and author, from the 19th century,
according to an ESA news release.
The Jules Verne ATV is the
largest and most sophisticated
spacecraft ever developed in
Europe, according to ESA news.
It combines the functions of
an autonomous free-flying plat-

Courtesy of Paso.esa.int
The ATV is designed to supply the ISS with propellant, water,
air, payload and experiments.

form, a maneuverable space vehicle and a space station module.
The ATV is the largest, completely automated rendezvous and
docking ship to go to the ISS.
V{hen it attaches to the platform on April 3, it will do so without any human assistance, according to the BBC.
The vessel will provide the
largest refueling and waste elimination capability for the ISS .
It is also the only vehicle on
the current timel"ine that will be
able to remove itself from the
sp.ace station's orbit when it is
retired sometime towards the end
of the next decade, according to
the AP report.
"With the launch of the ATV,
we are embarking on an extraordinary voyage," reflected European
Space Agency Chief Jean Jacques
Dordain. ''As of today, Europe is
an essential partner of the
International Space Station (ISS)."
The first ATV, Jules Verne,
was launched March 9, 2008 from
Guiana Space Centre in Kourou,
French Guiana.
The ATV will perform tests in
orbit and then wait for Space
Shuttle Endeavour to depart before
automatically docking on April 3
to Zvezda, a Russian component of
the ISS.

After six months of being
attached to the ISS, the ATV will
undock using the same safety criteria as for docking, and then burn
up during a guided and controlled
re-entry high over the Pacific
Ocea~, as stated in the ESA report.
"Now we have a number of
operations to do," said Robert
Laine, the technical and research
director at EADS Astr'ium, which
is the prime contractor on the ATV.
"First, we have to deploy the solar
panels, antennas, and check out
everything. Then there will be a
major operation in the next few
days when we will test out what is
known as the 'escape procedure.'
"It will be as if the red button
has been pressed, which tells the
ATV everything is lost and it must
get out of the way. This is a major
milestone insisted on by the U.S.
space agency to prove the emergency systems work."
Beyond Jules Verne, ESA has
already been contracted to produce
four more ATVs to be flown
through 2015.
A total of seven ATVs could
eventually be launched to the ISS,
mission managers said.
The total cost spent by the
ESA on the ATV program was 1.3
billion euros, or about $2 billion,
according to the BBC.

Coyote Chronicle Online
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Grant given·
to accounting
and finance
"Thirty percent of the grant is
going towards scholarships for
students within the department,"
Ghulam said. "The remaining 70
percent is being applied towards
faculty research fellowships."

There are 2,500 undergraduate students and 500 graduate students in the CBPA who will all
benefit from the grant in one way
or another.
CBPA's mission for all students is to have a student-centered
learning community that helps
prepare students to become productive members of business, the
government and society.
The majority of the money is
being given to the faculty research
fellowships to be used for recruiting high-caliber faculty, according

ATIENTION STUDENTS:
Part-time student work available!
$17.25 base/appt.
Vector Marketing has been working with college students
nationwide for over 20 years. Our local offices are
currently looking to fill positions for our 2008 Inland
Empire expansion.
Vector offers:
• Great starting pay
• Fl~xible schedules
• Excellent resume experience
• Scholarships/Internships available
• Customer sales/service
• No experience necessary
• Training provided
If interested, please contact our local offices:
San Bernardino (909) 890-1484
Rancho Cucamonga (909) 937-3373
Riverside (951) 784-3093
Or APPLY ONLINE at www.workforstudents.com

to Sarwar.
"I believe charitable foundations like the Merrell Foundation
will inspire other individuals ~d
organizations to play a key role in
supporting CSUSB, which has
done an excellent job in educating
and training current and future
leaders of our community," said
Wing Lau, CPA with . Ahern
Adcock Devlin, LLP in a press
release. " It is gratifying· to see
clients like the John F. Merrell
Charitable Foundation contribute
to Cal State San Bernardino."

The Chronicle 's weekly Sudoku
Be the first to bring your correctly completed sudoku to The Chronicle office, UH-03 7,
and you 'II be featured in the next issue as the Sudoku Master of the Week.
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• English
• Kinesio logy
• MBA
• MPA
• Music
• Nursing

• Teaching and Administrative Credentials

Attend an upcoming
Information Session!
Monday, March 24th
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CBU Riverside Campus
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Riverside, California 92504
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Athletic Training
CounseliAg Psychology/MIT
Counseling Ministry
Education (mutt. specializations)
Disabilities Studies (commgsoo11)
Forensic Psychology
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Rise above the ordinary!
Call CBU Graduate Admissions today

866. 7676.CBU
www.calbaptist.edu/GRAD
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·Award-winning editor
·encourages creativity
..

Shantal Anderson
Staff"Writer
DeWitt Henry, founding editor of Ploughshares literary magazine and active editor and director
shared his experience and
thoughts on how to write creatively.
Henry made his appearance
on campus Mar. 10 to give students tips on how to creative write.
Many of his examples were readings from his book and assembling
many of his own anthologies.
"Three ways to produce creative
writing is through memory, dream,
and narrative" Henry said.
Henry read from his book
Safe Suicides and conferred it
back to the students as a way to
show them how he creative writes.
Henry's fiction stories and
essays have been published in a
host of journals and reviews,
· including the Iowa Review,
Missouri Review and the Berkeley
. Fiction Review.
His Ploughshares Reader, the Dewitt Henry, founding editor of
New Fiction for the 80's, was the Boulevard Fiction Award, a PEN
winner of the Editors' Book , New England Friend to Writers
Award.
Award and a Pushcart Prize,
His work has been cited in according to Henry's web home· Best American Essays on at least page.
· five o<Scasions, and he is the recipHenry received his M.A. in
' ient of a NEA Creative Writing English at Harvard University in
i Fellowship for Fiction, the 1965 and also received his Ph.D.

•
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Shantal Anderson

The T3, which will help University Police officers patrol the campus and help in parking control.

New patrol vehicle unveiled
Shantal Anderson/Chronicle

Ploughshares literary magazine.

in English at Harvard University
in 1971. He completed his requirements.for M.F.A. at the University
of Iowa.
"Every story is a metaphor, if
not, then it's a failure" Henry said
as the final message of his presentation.
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Shantal Anderson
Staff Writer
A new crime fighting machine
will soon make way on campus.
The
campus
Police
Department invested in a new law
enforcement tool called the T3 this
month.
The T3 is a mption personal
electronic mobile that helps in
community policing, campus
policing and parking control.
The T3 runs electronically
which makes it a clean energy
vehicle.
It also produces zero gas
emissions.
Lt. Walt Duncan of the
Campus Police station describes
the T3 as being small and having a
zero turning radius.
"The T3 permits us to go
inside of buildings like Jack
Brown and University Hall. We
can also take them inside elevators."
The T3 is easy and simple to
· drive because it weighs only 300
pounds and goes to a maximum of
20 mph.
"It's so small, they can be

driven .anywhere on campus without interfering with people" Lt.
Duncan said.
The T3 has a zero turning
radius and runs on battery which
makes it a quiet machine.
"It's more accessible and
gives us a faster response time in
the case of a situation" Lt. Duncan
said.
The T3 can run up to 12 hours
of battery.
The T3 is currently being used
by the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD), University
of Southern California (USC) and
University California of Los
Angeles (UCLA), University
California of Riverside (UCR),
and Riverside Community College
(RCC).
A new Community policing
program is going to be offered to
h~lp train officers in patrolling the
T3. Julie Barbo-Garcia wit! be the
officer in charge of the program.
Officers who woulq drive the
T3 will work the busiest shift on
campus. At the moment, only two
officers will drive the T3.
"The T3 is more accessible to
the student and has higher visibili-

ty". Lt. Duncan said,
The T3 is very safe because it
has 3 wheels and is not able to tip
over. "It's always in an upward
position" Lt. Duncan said.
The T3 will be centrally located by the office in parking services .. The vehicle is· only accessible
to one police officer at a time.
"The T3 is more accessible to
the student and has higher visibility". Lt. Duncan said,
If someone is arrested, the
working officer in the T3 tells the
officer patrolling in the police car
to come and take the person in custody.
The T3 will be utilized around
campus housing, but will be seen
more around the whole campus.
It will also be modified to a
blue tail light flash rather than the
red and blue taillight flash.
The visibility is enhanced to a
nine-inch raised platform. The
integrated LED lighting consists
of the headlights, brake lights, running and emergency lights.
The T3 will also be able to
hold up to 450 pounds.
The T3 can be seen around

BECOM E AN AMERICA
READS/ AMERICA COUNTS
TUTOR

,.

As an America Reads or Counts tutor you can earn
between $8.00 - $15.00 per hour. Work up to 20
hours a week in local school districts or agencies ,
tutoring in reading or math. Gain valuable experience
and skills to improve your resume and connect with
your off-campus community.
To apply:
•
•
•

Complete a FAFSA @ www.fafsa.ed .gov
Complete and submit a tutor applic ation
Enroll in ESEC 545 or Math 499

For a dditional information, contact the Work- Study T e am a t
(909) 5 37- 5226
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A student ran out of the Yasuda Center for Extended Learning screaming, "shooter, shooter, there's
a shooter inside!" on March 14 as police cars skidded to a stop. "What does he look like," Sgt. Lee
Fields yelled running down the ramp. "I don't know," she said in a panic stricken voice. This was part
of the Active Shooter Exercise campus police designed to prepare for a shooter on campus. The drill
was supposed to be held later in the year, but the Chancellors office decided to move it up. "It went
very well," Albert K. Karning, CSUSB president, said. "You could tell the practice that went into the
drill." Three officers entered the building and evacuated students as fast as they could. A few minutes later they had the shooter in custody. "Even though you know what is going to happen," Sgt.
Sam Sarmiento said, "your mind set is that this is real." There were still wounded students inside
waiting for the San Bernardino Air Rescue unit to evacuate them and airlift them to Arrowhead hospital, a five minute trip. They can fit two seriously wounded victims into the chopper and three if the
wounds are less severe. "I feel good. I feel safe," Jimmie Brown, C~USB Chief of Police, sai,d. A second drill is scheduled for August involving several agencies and will be a full-blown drill. (Kevin
Manning/Multicultural Editor)
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Health Center is here to help
Courtney Martin
Staff Writer
A fever, body aches, extreme
. tiredness and dry cough.
Is it the flu or a cold?
The flu and the common cold
are both respiratory illnesses, but
they are caused by different viruses, according the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).
Because these two types o~ill
nesses have similar flu-like symptoms, it can be difficult to tell the
difference between them based on
symptoms alone.
In general, the flu is worse
than 'the common cold and symptoms such as fever, body aches,
extreme tiredness and a dry cough
arc more common and intense,
according the CDC.
Colds are usually milder than
the flu. People with colds are more
likely to have a runny or stuffy
nose. Colds do not generally result
in serious health probl~ms, such as
pneumonia, bacterial infection or
hospitalization, according to the,
CDC.
Usually a visit to the doctor
will he'lp confirm whether you
have a cold or 'the flu.
For students on campus, driving to their doctor's office may not
be an easy option. With gas prices
as high as they are, everyone is
looking for ways to save on gas. ·
Students may not know that
our Student Health Center is here
to help.
The Student Health Center is a
valuable resource for CSUSB students. According to the Student
Health Center's website, the full
time staff provides first aid and

offers basic out-patient care services Monday through Friday.
The types of clinical services
offered are: physicals (nursing,
sports, teaching, arid employment),
birth-control and contraception
information (pap smears, DepoProvera injections, and oral contraception), emergency contraception, sexually transmitted disease
.testing, vaccines (hepatitis NB,
Me~les/Mumps/Rubella, Tetanus~

booster, Meningitis, Flu shots) and
Tuberculosis skin tests. They are
also contracted with local lab and
X-ray services for students.
"When I was feeling sick I
went to the Student Health
Center," said CSUSB student
Lauren Schroeder. "_I walked in as
soon as they opened at 8 in the
morning and they were able to see
me right away. I went through an

and counseling care at the Student
Health
and
Psychological
Counseling Center.
"When they gave me my prescription I was able to just walk
down the hall to the pharmacy
right there in the same building,"
said Schroeder. "It was so convenient. The staff was very friendly
and helpful."
Students are encouraged to
have health insurance to help cover
costs beyond what the health ceoter can provide.. Students can
enroll in a supplemental insurance
plan that is offered to CSU students if they do not have health
insurance.
Another service CSUSB provides, and what ~egularly attending
students have already paid for, is
the Psychological Counseling
Center. They. offer individual, cou-

.

. Nic'k Gibson/Chronicle

The Health Center offers a broad spectrum of help for students, at little or no cost out-of-pocket.

~~ li~~u~~~~wfumi- · ~~~d gro~cow~ling~~~ ,~~-~~~~~~m~~~~~~~---~----~~=~&~~~~~~~

ly doctor 's office."
· dents. ·
·
Students may not know that if
Students who feels the need to
you are enrolled regularly, you pay . talk to someone, can get
help
Student Health fee and you are from the on-campus staff at the
automatically eligible for health Psychological Counseling Center.

~~
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Lauren Schroede·r found free out-patient care on campus

Courtesy www.caglecartoons.com

Health care is getting more.expensive and complicated. Hit up the Health Center, keep it simple.

Injuries strain athletic programs
· Steven Iacono
Staff Writer
Every year colleges all over
the country award thousands of
dollars in scholarships lo studentathletes. A major concern for
these universities is that every year
a percentage of this money is lost
on athletes who are unable to fmish their seasons due to injury. ·
Laura Watkins, the head athletic trainer !!t CSUSB, has the
responsibility of protecting the
university's precious investments.
"It's a team effort," said
. Watkins. "The coaches and athletes work hard in the off-season ·
by training and strengthening the
-athletes to help prevent injuries.
"The most common injuries
we see are muscle strains and
sprains. Many of these · injuries
result from fatigue or overuse."
Sprains are injuries usually to
ligaments. in ankles, knees, or
wrists, ahd 'are often caused by an .
unnatural wrench or twist.
-

Strains are injUries to muscles
or tertdons, and are of):en caused
by overuse.
When tiles~ injuries happen, it
often puts athletic trainers like
Watkins in a predicament.
"The coaches want their best
players to be available, and the
players are anxious to get back. 1
have to act as the middleman and
look out for the best interest of the
athlete."
Rushing back from injury
without the proper healing and
recovery cim result in ineffectiveness and possibly more damage to
the area, willch will keep an athlete . sidelined for even longer,
according to Watkins.
"The main thing I try to do
with injuries is help them get back
without risking further injury," she ·
said.
Sports injuries are not j4st a
concern for higher level athletes.
Intramurals, adult leagues and
other forms of recreational sports
create·possibilities for the "week- .

Athletes at all levels can forget to

~t~y

end warrior" to suffer many of the
same types of injuries.
"You can'l expect to sit at
your desk all week and then come
out on the field and go zero to 60
just like that," said Watkins. "If
you are competing like an athlete
you need to train like an athlete by
increasing flexibility, strength
training, and performing cardia
exercises."
Other suggestions to prevent
these types of injur~es are to warm
up properly before any type of athletic activity, alternate exercising
different muscle groups to avoid
fatigue, cool ·down a~er any high
exertion, and use proper stretching
to increase the muscles ability to
contract ahd perform, reducing the
possibility of injuries.
The CSUSB men's and
women's basketball teams are
headed
nori:h for the NCAA
Division II West Regional tournament this weekend and Watkins
was happy to report that both
'teams were v,irtually injury free .

.

Diversifying tfte kinds of students wfto study abroad
and the countrie.s and regions where they go
• OVer 800 scholarships available, up to $5,000 each
• $3,000 s upplement available to students studying
a critical need la ng uage
• Open to U.S. undergraduates receiving Federal Pell Grants
• Fall, Spring, a nd Acad emic..Year schola~hips available

Www.iie.orglgilman
Spon sored by lJ S De partm e nt o f St ate .
Kurea u o f r_ducationa l and Cultural Affairs
Admini ste re d by · Institut e of Int e rn ationa l Ed ucation
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patient recovering from injuries, risking more bench time.
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:Swayze battling cancer
The American Cancer Society
estimate.s that 37,680 Americans
will be diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer in 2008 and about 34,290
Americans will die of pancreatic
c~ncer in 2008, making it the
fourth deadliest cancer.
The average life expectancy is
between three and six months and
only 5 percent of those diagnosed
live beyond five years, according
to the Pancreatic Cancer Action .
Network.
The main function of the pancreas is to produce enzymes that
aid digestion and hormones that
help sustain the proper level of
sugar in the blood.
Risk factors for pancreatic
cancer include chronic pancreatiCourtesy of wordpress.com
tis, smoking, diabetes mellitus and
hereditary predisposition tG pan- Mulder and Scully investigating their latest case in the upcoming "X-Files" movie. Coming in July
creatic cancer itself or to multiple
cancers.
"Patrick is continuing his normal schedule during this time,
which includes working on
upcoming projects.
finally discovered "the truth."
shows "monster of the week"
The outpouring of support and J amie Murray
The Internet is filled with episodes that featured ghosts, gobconcern he has already received Staff Writer
from the public is deeply apprecirumors and very few facts about lins and classic monsters.
"The X-Files" movie.
ated by Patrick and his family,"
'!The X-Files" is back.
Questions still exist about the
Wolf said.
After six years of waiting,
Fans have been busy these last romantic aspect of the show.
months
"The
The actor is set to appear next fans will be reunited with their few
in the film "Powder Blue" with
favorite FBI agents on July 25.
building
the
X-Files
has
There . is· no need to be hype, using the
Jessica Biel, Ray Liotta and Forest
always been a
"Trust no one. "
'
Whitaker.
ashamed. The time h~s come fo'r My Space
romance," said
Swayze is an actor whose
all closet "Philes" to embrace their groups, science
creator
Chris
fiction message boards and unoffi- Carter. "They had an intellectual
charm and sex appeal has won
secret passion.
audiences hearts over the past
romance."
For those not familiar with the cial X-Files fan websites.
twenty eight years in hits like fandom of "The X-Files", a Phile
He went on to hint that the
Many are hoping the series
"Dirty Dancing", "Roadhouse"
is a,devoted series fan.
will expand on Mulder and new movie will present the characand "Ghost," and continues to
Many Philes are guilty of dressing Scully's hesitant romantic relation- ters in a new light
like FBI agents and naming their ship.
amaze audiences and critics with
The upcoming movie is
expected
to be a box office hit, as
his various roles in comedy, drama
pets after the
- - --Others want to
and action films.
see these charac- "The X-Files" broke records and
characters and nD
•
·· eny everyth 1ng."
episode titles of
ters on the screen set many standards for the sci-fi
"The X-Files."
again, regardless genre. .
The upcoming movie began of the plot.
"The X-Files" was the first
filmmg in December in Vancouver.
The movie might take many television sho~·to have all seasons
The actors in the movie have angles.
available on .DVD and was the
been working around the clock to
It could follow the relation- longest running sci-fi television
get this movie done.
ships of the characters, the com- show at the time.
The movie has yet to be given plex alien and government conDuring the show's nine-year
a name and all actors have yet to spiracies or even work as a random run, the show inspired a host of
be . revealed the plot is a t~ghtly stand alone movie.
memorabilia such as Barbie dolls,
held secret.
The only officoll.ectible trading
Fans have been left to guess cial news to be ''The truth is out card
games,
what might await them in theaters. released on the
posters, songs and
·t here"
When television series con- progress of the film
names of popular
cluded its nine-ye.ar run in 2002, has been in the
bands.
FBI agents Mulder and Scully form of selective interviews with
Merchandise related to the
were reunited.
Chris Carter, creator and writer of show can sell for hundreds of dolThey had to give their baby up "The X-Files."
lars on Internet auction sites like
for adoption.
In an interview with "USA . Ebay.
They were running away from Today" Carter told reporters that
For more information you can
the government because they had the film will resemble one of the visit xfilesfanclub.com.

Flock ·o f the "philes"

Courtesy of starpulse.com

Patrick Swayze has been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.

Christine Garcia
Staff Writer ·

.

Patrick Swayze, star of "Dirty
.pancing" and "Ghost," has been
. diagnosed with pancreatic cancer,
according to his doctor.
The 55-year-old actor's publicist, Annett Wolf and his doctor,
6eorge Fisher, issued a statement
confirming that the actor is being
treated for pancreatic cancer.
"Patrick has a very limited
amount of disease and he appears
to be responding well to treatment
thus far," Fisher said.

Fisher's statement follows
recent media reports which reported Swayze's condition.
The National Enquirer and
New York Post originally reported
Swayze's diagnosis, suggesting
that the cancer is more severe than
his publicist and doctor claim.
. The National Enquirer's story
claimed he had lost 20 pounds and
had only five weeks to live.
"All ~f the reports stating the
time frame of his prognosis and his
physical side effects are absolutely
untrue. We are considerably more
optimistic," Fisher said.

The College of Education at California State U "."...~.~l'tr:
Bernardino has programs in elementary, secondary,
and special education.

.

Car.e[( reaches out and misses liis mar~
Vanessa Looney
Staff Writer

"Dan in Real Life" does for
Ste\;e Carell what "The Truman
Show" did for Jim Cam!y and
what "Stranger Than Fiction" did
for Will Farrell. It takes a comedic
actor and places him outside his
normal genre.
Carel!, who is kno\Yn for his
roles in "The Office" and "The 40Year-Old Virgin" plays a columnist who has advice for everything.
He is also an ordinary single dad,
who is raising three adolescent
daughters.
The oldest cutely makes the
suggestion of being ready to drive,
the middle is in love with a boy
after three days of dating and the
youngest is still the little angel that
hangs on to Daddy's every word. .
. They make a trip to Rhode
Island since it's the only time of
the year for the whole family of
about 30 adults and children meet
for a family reunion at the grandparent's house.
Before all the family fun
begins, Dan is forced by his mother to get outside the house and "get
lost".
, Through this, he meets a
woman at a book store and spends
the day talking with her.
She, of course, is called in to

..

•t

Courtesy of filmjournal.net

Steve Carel! and Juliette Binoche star in film "Dan in Real Life"

her prior engagement and leaves
Dan behind with a phone number.
- When he comes home to tell
his family about who he met, his
brother Mitch introduces him to
his new girlfriend .. . the girl from
the bookstore.
Carel! wasn't the only wellknown comedian attempting 'to
·step outside the box in this film.
Playing Mitch is Dane Cook,
who is famous from his stand-up
comedy and for his recent roles in
"Employee of the Month" and
"Good Luck Chuck."
The rest of the movie is about

frustration between Marie, performed by Juliette Binoche, and a.
little bit of' family strengths and
weaknesses.
What caught my attention the
most was the family games and
activities . throughout the entire
movie.
It leaves one envious of how a
family should be.
Individually, Carell had his
usual mannerisms and dty h~mor.
There were hardly any
comedic scenes with Cook. To see
him not make fun V.:ith every scene
was a bit difficult to watch.
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Punk
veterans
rock
So-Cal
Ken Dillard

Disney's failed attempt at hUmor .·
Tanya ~mkaya
Staff Writer

Courtesy of Epitaph Records
Bad Religion are in the midst of a tour of Southern Calif. and Las

Copy Editor/Staff Writer

.

~g~ .

The punk rock community is
fickle and quick to judge.
Any new foray onto their
stage will be met - often harshly with immediate judgment and criticism. Because of this reality, the
life-span of a punk band seldqm
extends beyond a couple of years.
Bad Religion has defied these
odds by pumping out quality
albums and embarking on world
tours for over 28 years.
Their concert at the House of
Blues in Hollywood on March 11
was a testament that their longevity is a product of their tenacity and
ability as songwriters and performers.
. The packed parking lots, lines
out the door, cramped interior and
buzz of pre-show excitement that
I
permeated the crowd are further
evidence that the Los Angelesbased sextet are the most important active punk band in the world.
The band's current tour is limited to several dates in of Los
Angeles, Anaheim, San Diego and
Las Vegas while highly educated
frontman Greg Graffin finishes
teaching a winter course at UCLA.
To counter the limited geography of their tour, the band has
introduced a novel concept: each
show will be dedicated to a partie-

ular era in the band's career.
The first show in eac~ city
will be dedicated to the band's first
several albums, the second to the
next few albums and so on.
Of course, Bad Religion classics like "Generator" and
"Infected" will be played at every ·
show.
T,he show OJ:l March 11 was a
"C" show, focusing .on the era
from 1992's "Generator" through
1996's "The Grey Race."
Graffin, a highly educated lifesciences professor at UCLA in his
spare time, commanded the audience like the seasoned veteran he
is, strolling from one end of the
stage to the other, pun<;tuatipg his
literate lyrics with fist-pumps and
finger-pointing, the sweat-soaked
mosh pit roaring every word back
at pim in unison.
The energy of the crowd
reached an early peak during
"Requiem for I?issent," a song off
of the new album "New Maps of
Hell." Hundreds of fists flew into
the air with accompanying shouts
of "Re-qui-em!" as the mass of
fans crushed towards the stage.
E~cellep.t acoustics at the
House of Blues added to the
band's perfectly balanced sound.

Even off to one side of the
stage, both guitarists Greg Hetson
and Brian Baker were loud and
clear.
The roar of the guitars weren't
enough to drown out bassist Jay
Bentley's backup vocals· or Brooks
Wackerman's machine-gun drums.
After the band exited the
stage, several roadies began moving microphones and bringing out
chairs. · Murmurs of surprise
echoed through the crowd as
everyone realized the stage was set
for an acoustic encore.
Graffm, Baker, Bentley and
Wackerman played the new song
"Dearly Beloved" acoustically
before Graffin was left alone to
play the first half of "Bored and
Extremely Dangerous" from
2002's "The Process of Belief."
The rest of the band plugged
back in to finish that song before
they closed out the concert with
"Infected" from 1994's "Stranger
Then Fiction."
Soaked with sweat and spilled
beer, the throng emerged into the
Hollywood night, yelling at each
other over the ringing in their ears,
each one knowing they had witnessed modern punk rock at its
best.

What could have been another
funny Disney movie, "College
Road Trip" was the opposite of
humorous.
"College Road Trip" has its
funny moments, but those
moments are very few.
Raven Symone plays Melanie
· :t;>orter, which she plays horribly.
In every scene Symone has
the same facial expressions: blank
faced with popped eyes or openmouthed shock with popped eyes.
Her lines seemed too over
acted and stuttered.
If she didn't have a fan base
from her Disney channel show
"That's So Raven", there's no way
that she would have been in this or
any movie.
· The double-dutch bus scene in
the movie was a total nightmare.
·
It was horribly acted, directed, .
and choreographed.
As awful as Symone is, there
are some things about the movie
that makes the movie somewhat
watchable.
Martin Lawrence carries the
movie and gives a little touch to it.
He doesn:'t appear in costumes or get to swear, but relies on
his personality which works pretty
well for the movie.
The movie revolves around a
father and daughter who have
grown apart with the daughter
developing into someone the
father no longer recognizes.
, Symone plays a young smart
high school senior looking for a
college that fits her interests.
Her father James (Lawrence),
is an o~er-protective police chief,
who wants her to go to a nearby

Courtesy of collider.com

Martin Lawrence and Raven Symone star in
university.
Melanie has other plans.
She has her heart set on going
to Georgetown, which is almost a
thousand miles away.
She books a hard-to-get interview at her dream school and plans
to get a ride with friends who are
going to visit Pittsburgh.
James gets upset and emotional about the idea of his daughter
not asking him to take her to
Georgetown and the fact that she
wants to go so far away.
So before Melanie could
make her trip with her friends
final , James decides to take her to
Georgetown himself and on the
way tries to convince her to go to
the school nearest to him,
Northwestern.
As James tries to make the
father daughter relationship work,
he embarrasses Melanie on the
road by dancing lik~ an idiot on
the Northwestern campus, paying
people at Northwestern to tell his
daughter that the school is top
notch, getting lost in the woods

"Colleg~

and destroying their SVU (among
other things).
The film also stars Symone's
fellow Disney actress Brenda
Song, . Donny Osmond, Molly
Ephriam,
Margo Harshman,
Eshaya Draper, and Kym E.
Whitley.
Their official website contains
sections that include desktop wallpapers featuring screen shots of
various scenes as well as actors.
There is a games sections that
includes two games; "Pig Out" and
"Super Sneak" featuring the films .
leading actress Raven Symone.
The mobile phones section
contains various voice clips of the
movie such as; James and Melanie
Porter {Screaming In The
Airplane}, James Porter "He's A
Houdini Pig," James Porter
"There's Something About That
Pig, He Keeps Eyeballing Me,"
James Porter "Time For You To
Shine Baby," and Melanie Porter"
I Think He Is Actually Starting To
Trust Me" {Screaming} .

\

Presidents release new album
Allison W hiteside
Staff Writer
The Presjdents of the United
States of America have released
their sixth album entitled "These
are the Good Times People." The
album was released March 11.
The album's first track
"Mixed Up S.O.B.' ' was my
favorite track on the album.
It was catchy and upbeat with
the classic bouncy Presidents
sound.
The Presidents. are known for
their self-titled first album. .
That album featured the hit
· songs "Lump" and "Peaches."
The self-titled album was
Courtesy ofjoshoakhurst.com
released ·in 1995 and was the
The Presidents of the United States of America released album .
. band's biggest commercial . sucself-deprecating songs, which · ing a little bit country while others
cess.
.
Formed in 1993 the band ~as · were a major departure from the have a horn section .
started in Seattle by Chris Ballew grunge/post-grunge
sound"
. "It's a pretty diverse little,
according to the band's website.
album, even including a hom secand Dave Dederer.
The band broke up after tion on a few tracks, and we think
With Ballew on bass and lead
vocals and Dederer on lead guitar, Ballew quit tht: band in 1998 but . it's our best yet," the band said on
their website.
the men decided ~o add a drummer reformed in 2004.
according to the band's website.
After 'the Presidents' reformaAlso on their website, the
That drummer was Jason tion, they added Seattle guitarist Presidents explain how they
worked with other musicians of
Andrew McKeag.
Finn.
In the beginning McKeag the Northwest.
After their self-titled album
was released, critics praised the would only p)ay certain live perOne of thQse musicians was
Presidents' catchy, humorous and formances in place of Dederer.
Kurt Bloch who used to play with
band
Seattle
grunge
The
entire the
album for "These Mudhoney.
Now, Bloch is a pei:manent
are the Good Times
People"· is very member of the band, which some
upbeat and full of speculate will lead to him replacthe Presidents' sig- ing Dederer according to the
band's website.
nature 90's sound.
"Mixed
up
All of those rumo~s have been
S.O.B"
is
the denied by the band.
album's first single
With the new release of
and was released on "These are the Good Times
a Seattle radio sta- People," the band began a world
tion
in
early tour on March 13.
.....-~... February according
Their first tour stop was The Cedar
to the band's web- Door in Austin, Texas.
The band will play shows in
site.
"These are the Southern California .at the House
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Good
Times ofBlues in Anaheim on March 19,
People" is a very the Roxy in Los Angeles on March
Courtesy of amazon.com diverse album with 2 1 and Belly Up in San Diego on
The cover of the Presidents new album .
a few songs sound- March 22.
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WIN $3,000
IN CASH AND PRIZES

Students, you have homework. Make your own original TV commercial
designed to get other students to ride the Omnltrans bus. Your winning
video may not be worth class credit, but it Is worth serious cash. Grand
Prize: $1,000 cash, a MacBook laptop computer, free bus rides for a year,
plus TVair time for your homemade commercial. Second Prize: $500
cash, a DVDcamcorder, Best Buy Gift Card, and six months of free bus
rides. Third Prize: $250 cash, a digital camera, digital photo frame, plus
three month's worth of free bus rides.
Ready to i01 Start here:

OMNITRANS.O-.,.-
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tR emembering Chavez
the people," said Ms. Chavez
Mr. Chavez's National Farm
..
Wor~er's Association (NFWA)
Cesar Chavez's legacy liveS joined with the Agricultural.
on in his niece Maria Elena Workers Organization Committee
Ghavez, who spoke at the Pfau in a grap~ boy~ott that lasted five
years.
·,Library on March 11.
In 1966, the strikers and
Many people showed up to
: the lecture and some were honored Chavez marched a 340-mile 'pil;.to meet t~e niece of historical grimage from Delano to the steps
· and inspirational man.
of the capitol of Sacramento.
Elena Chavez talked about the When they fmally got there on
:.beginning of her uncle's organiza- Easter Sunday, thous_ands of peo: tion which started in 1962. He ple and supporters joined them on
~·went through hardships in order to• those steps.
"Chavez's humor. helped
: keep his organization alive and
relie':'e tension, and laughter gave
' many people doubted him.
Ms. Chavez explained how he the people temporary relief from
Started with very little, practically the pains of their feet from tH.e ·
nothing, to gaining a lot by help- miles of marching," said Ms.
ing farmers create a better stan- Chavez.
Ms. Chavez talked about how
dard of living.
"He knew that 'in order to gain her uncle wanted to rededicate his
respect from the people he would movement to nonviolence after
have to create social service for hearing that his group was using
.:Stephanie Rodriguez
.Staff Writer

a

Stephanie Rodriguez/Chronicle

Maria Elena Chavez discussed.her Uncle's triumph with farm workers.

Become an

violence. He got his inspiration
from Martin Luther l(jng, Jr. and
Gandhi . Mr. Chavez decided to
fast for 25 days.
When Mr. Chavez was jailed
for his boycotts on lettuce, Coretta
Scott King, widow of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and Ethel
Kennedy, widow of Robert
Kennedy, visited Chavez in the
Salinas jail.
.
·
In the 1970s, Mr. Chavez's
hard work started to pay off as the
NFWA signed contracts for farm
workers to receive benefits and
pension plans like workers compensation and employment insurance.
"[The NFWA and Mr. Chavez]
demonstrated that a farm worker is
as honorable as being a teacher, doctor or a lawyer. It is our time to pave
the way for future generations to follow in our footsteps," said Ms.
Chavez. "The important thing to
remember about my uncle is that he
was not a saint, for he is human. He
too had his flaws. He was very spiritual, he meditated every mbming·. He
had a good sense of humor, he
embodied nonviolence and he started from scratch and worked his way
up."
Ms. Chavez graduated with a
bachelor's degree in film production
from the University of Southern
California's School of CinemaTelevision in 2000.
She currently teaches an
introductory film class for at-risk
youth at Jovenes, Inc. in Boyle
Heights, · Calif. and works as a
researcher on a feature film about
the history of the first Delano
grape strike.
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Seven different student g'roups had tables set up to promote awareness ranging from the genocide
in Darfur to women's rights.

Speak Out against evil
"Whatever happens in this world is
something we are all responsible
for," said Huda Knoud, an MSA
Five years ago, U.S. war- member said to explain the overall
planes violently lit up the Iraqi mood of the event.
That theme was shared by the
night.
'
Two months later, the presi- diverse groups.
Music from artists like Rage
dent landed on the USS Abraham
Lincoln to announce to Americ,a Against the Machine and System
that Operation Iraqi Freedom was of a Down pumped into the
Commons while . the awareness
'Mission Accomplished.'
As of March 13; 2008, the grot~ps educated passing students.
Department of Defense (DOD) Speakers addressed violence,
states that 3,897 soldiers are dead oppression and tyranny.
"Women are in trouble everyand.. over 130,000 are in country
where," said Sandy Naranjo, memfive years later.
The approaching invasion ber of The Feminist Majority
anniversary sparked Joel Herrera, Leadership Alliance. "Nobody
a memQer of numerous student realizes that during the war in Iraq,
groups, to organize a massive domestic violence has increased in
"peace protest" in the Lower America."
"Take the lead, speak for your
Commons on Thursday, March 13.
While Iraq was high on the rights and stop the genocide," said
list of priorities, the rally was also Maryam Agha, member of Student
a sounding board for all forms of Justice for Palestine.
Yet many of the groups used
oppression.
the
public·forum
to discuss issues
"After the Palestinian protest
closer
at
home.
last month, I realized that the
Shantal Anderson had a dispotential for student activity is
untapped," Joel said. "I contacted play set up to inform the students
the groups and received over- of the Jena Six case.
"We look at the world thinkwhelming support."
Seven
different
student ing that people in other countries
groups had tables set up to pro-- are oppressed," Anderson said.
mote awareness ranging fmm the "People don't realize that civil
genocide in Darfur to women's rights here in America are being
violated."
rights.
Grace Rudatsilcira, vice presiNumerous other groups · sent
representatives to speak on issues dent of Enrichment Through
ranging from the Jena Six case to Action, sought to raise A:IDS
awareness.
AIDS awareness.

Bart S. Alvara
Staff Writer

"I believe it's an injustice that
'millions are dead and dieing of this
disease and nobody cares," said
Rudatsilcira.
Amnesty International distributed letters to support their mas·sive letter-writing campaigns~
These campaigns target both
world leaders launching oppressive measures and the UN, calling
for action against the tyrannical
leaders.
Student
International
Knowledge distributed flyers and
pamphlets noting horrible violation~ worldwide.
· ·
The group received a majority
of questions on the current genocide in Darfur.
Students also provided spokenword presentations and live mus~c.
Jeremy Vasquez, member of
Commencing Poetic Revelations,
hit the crowd with his poem "To
Be An American," a powerful
message against the materialism
plaguing American society today.
"I would like to call on the
Governor to remember that education is a human right," said Sacha
Arniy, a member of numerous
international campus groups.
Following the massive discussion on campus regarding budget
cuts, this message was extremely
well received.
"I think the theme here is fear,"
CSUSB Senior Chris Love said.
"We have to remember that fear is
a tool used by tyrants to keep the
people silent."

CIA: No link between Hussein and Osama
Natasha Hamid
Staff Writer ·
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mass destruction, the Bush administration used the claim that there
was a link to justify their invasion
of Iraq after the 9/ 11 terrorist
attacks even thoug~ there was
conflicting evidence. No weapons
were ever found .
"Even though there is no
apparent correlation, Bush was
just trying to fix what happened in
Dessert Storm," said Justin
Chavez, a fanner Marine and ·
CSUSB student. "He took whatever reason he could find to initiate

No direct operational links
ever existed between Sadtlam
Hussein and Osama bin Laden's
. terrorist network, according to a
Pentagon report released March
12.
The study states that no
"smoking gup" could be found to
link Hussein's Iraq and al-Qaida.
The study was originally
intended to take a detailed look at
Hussein's regime through captured documents, video tapes and
"..• no ''direct opera...
audio tapes to gain a better undertiont~llink' existed
standing of how the regime operated, ac~ording to · a National between Iraq and alPublic Radio (NPR) report.
Qaida."
The study examined 600,000
Iraqi documents sejzed after the
2003 invasion. The Institute for this. Although I do not agree with
Defense Analyses conducted the how Bush implemented this, I
study of these documents at that think he should have been more
time and released a report entitlep, honest in his reasoning for invad"Saddam
and
Terrorism: ing Iraq."
Emerging Insights from Captured
Bush tried to connect aiIraqi Documents."
Qaida to the violence occurring in
' This report was the frrst offi- Iraq on July 25, 2007.
cial acknowledgment from the
"The same people that
U.S. Military that no "direct oper- attacked us on Sept. 11 is a crowd ·
ational link" existed between Iraq . that is now bombing people,
and al-Qaida.
killing· innocent men, women and
In addition to the claim that children, many of whom are
Iraq was developing weapons of Muslims," said Bush, according to

the Presidential website.
Donald Rumsfeld, then the
secretary of defense , said there
was "bulletp~:oof' evidence of a
correlation.
Prior to the occurrences of
9/ 11 , Tariq Aziz, former deputy
prime minister of Iraq, refuted
claims that Iraq was affiliated with
terrorist groups.
"It has never [been] .proven
that Iraq participated in a terrorist
operation," said Aziz, according to
the executive summary of the new
Pentagon report.
Hussein had also refuted
claims that Iraq has ever been connected with terrorist groups. ·
"When they say anything
about Iraq - [like] Iraq supports
terrorism - then they have to say
that Iraq has documents on this
issue and [we] don't," Hussein
said, ac~ording to the executive
report.
The study does contradict
Az iz and Hussein's claims.
·Although the report did find
that th ere were no links
betwee·n Iraq and al-Qaida, evidence was found that they did
aid other terrorist groups that
were primarily geared against
Kurds, Shiite Muslims and others Hussein' s regime deemed
enemies.
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Top:(left to right) Mike
Artega, Mark Darby, Charles,
Griffin, Ivy Thompson
Center: Jennifer Chambers,
Rene McClellan

Top: (left to right) Minder
Thind, Judi Cruz
Center: Mike Artega, Ivy
Thompson, Mike Darby

QRD~R YOmt ~lRING lARKING l~RMI1~

wmwmmt~~·Af~. mttl~~~~
The spring 08 parking permit is now available for oniine ordering! The permit
ordering system allows you to purchase your parking permit online and avoid
the long lines at the start of the quarter. This new service replaces the previous
method of ordering a permit during class registration. Permits may be ordered
before or after registering for your spring quarter classes. During the purchase
process, you may select or change the address for delivery of your parking
permit. So what are you waiting for - purchase your spring 08 parking permit
now! To proceed with purchasing your spring quarter parking permit visit '
http: I /parkingpermits.csusb.edu
The following payment forms are accepted when purchasing your spring
parking permit:
• MASTERCARD
• AMERICAN EXPRESS
• DISCOVER
• DINERS CLUB

Note: To access the system you will need your Coyote ID Number. If you have
not activated your MyCoyote account or have forgotten your number go to
https://mycoyote.cms.csusb.edu. If you have any parking related questions,
please feel free to contact our off~ce directly.
Parking Services: (909) 537-5912
Email: parking@csusb.edu
Website:http:/ /parkingpermits.csusb.edu or
http:// adminfin.csusb.edu/parking/ index.asp
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Students could save money
Scott Sanderson
Staff Writer

, Scott Sanderson/Chronicle

Gas prices increase, students feel the impact and yet our parking lots are still full of cars.

The rising cost of gas is driving America to look for new alternatives to gas guzzling transportation. The rising cost of gas is
affecting college student's wallets
and might change what they drive
in the future.
With gas prices expected to
rise to $5 to $7 per gallon, what
alternative fuel sources or transportation might college student
look into?
If money is not a problem,
getting a hybrid or a fuel-cell car
would be a viable alternative.
The problem here is that most
college students don't have the
funds for these new technologies.
There is a alternative transportation that has been around for
many years. Many people ride
buses and trains, buy mopeds,
scooters and motorcycles.
According to MSN Encarta,
motorcycles get form 45 to 85
miles per gallon. Motorcycles also

accelerate faster and take special
skills to ride.
Motorcycles range in size and
style from loud and large Harley
Davidsons to quiet, fast and agile
sport-bikes. Of the nine major
types of motorcycles, college students' best bets are standard or
dual-purpose motorcycles.
A brand new dual-purpose
Yamaha can be driven on and off
road and costs from $3,000 to
$6,000. Getting a used dual-purpose can be even cheaper, from
$2,000 to $4,000.
If getting a motorcycle is too
dangerous, or freeway driving is
frightening, mopeds and scooters
are also viable alternatives.
Mopeds and scooters cannot
be driven on freeways because
they cannot" travel at high enough
speeds, but they do get great gas
mileage and are cheap on insurance. Mopeds and scooters cost
from $300 to $6,000. Some scooters are powered by electric motors.
Not all college students can
drive a motorcycle and save

money. College students' age and
records might make driving motorcycles more expensive because of
the insurance cost.
There are other gas saving
transportation options like the new
Chevrolet Silverado truck.
The Silverado's Vortec 5.3
liter engine and the Vortec Max 6.0
liter V8 can deliver the full power
of the eight cylinders in normal
driving, or switch half of the cylinders off in situations where extra
power is not needed, like going
down the highway or on level
road.
This new technology is great
for people who need to reduce
their fuel costs but cannot give up
the power and convenience of a
full-sized truck Hopefully, this
technology will work well enough
to make its way into six and fourcylinder cars and SUVs.
This option may look good for
future college students because
they can have their large sized cars
and trucks and save gas which is
now becoming so expensive:

NY governor dirty
David Radin
Staff Writer

As the governor of New York
self-destructed this past week, two
people emerged who represent the
two paths the U.S. can take.
One is named "Kristen" and
the other is named David.
"Kristen" took, and may still
take, money for sex, the New York
Times reported. She took a lot of
money. More than $4,000 for one
evening, an evening which lay at
the heart of the scandal th,at
brought down the governor.
Kristen told the New York
Times that she had come to New
York City to start a music career.
It didn't work out. She fell on
tough times. She began working as
a: prostitute, according to federal
court documents cited by the New
York Times.
In the wake of all the scandal,
one of New York City's most popular and influential radio deejays
has begun playing one of her
songs, a first step toward having a
hit record and the music career she
longed for. The other person who
emerged from the Governor
Spitzer scandal was the state's
lieutenant governor, David A.
Paterson.
Paterson will be New York's
~ovemor by the time you read this.

He will be the state's first overcome the obstacles, to do
black governor, as well as its first things the right way.
legally blind governor.
Now, that involves trying to
Paterson was afflicted with a rebuild relationships in areas of the
virus as an infant that left him world that don't much like the U.S.
blind in his left eye and nearly
It involves spending time at
blind in his right. He graduated the United Nations, buildjng real
from Columbia University and coalitions, to use pressure against
Hofstra University Law School.
rogue states that will affect the
He worked as a prosecutor leaders and not launching missiles
before he was elected to the state that just kill whoever lived in the
legislature. Now, he is New York's mud hut our missile just hit.
The hard way involves makgovernor.
The woman known as Kristen ing the tough choice, even when
and Governor Paterson both repre- it's the furthest thing from popular.
sent America. She represents the
Or, the country can choose ~e
part who willingly breaks the Jaw. path of vice and hope that misforShe represents the easy way out. tune befalls someone and that
She represents that everyone has a · prosperity falls in our lap, the way
it seems to have done with
price.
Governor Paterson represents "Kristen."
hard work. He represents determiA woman identified as a prosnation and overcoming obstacles.
titute, according to the New York
. Let's face it, it's not hard for Times, fell into a scandal which
an attractive young white girl to may make her a music sensation.
A blind, black man overcame
sell herself for money. It's very
hard for a black, legally blind man obstacles to graduate from college
to become governor of New York. and law school, serve the public as
So hard, in fact, that it has not hap- a prosecutor and state legislator
and continues his life of public
pened before.
The two, very different lives service as governor.
Which series of choices do
lead by Paterson and "Kristen" can
be writ large. The U.S. can choose you think our country should follow? Which series of choices do
its future path.
Our country can follow the you admire most? I've made my
example of Governor Paterson. choice. I won't be buying Kristen's
The U.S. can do the hard work, can album.

Courtesy www.caglecartoons.com

Scandal is rocking the state of New York as people are realizing the truth about public figures.

Nicholas Gibson/
Chronicle

Life on-campus before
finals week. From art
projects to strolls
along the grass, students are always up to
something interesting.
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Team's moQJ.entum stays fluid
Rick Trujillo

achieving," said Tom Finwall,
women'swater polo head coach.
With weekend wins over Cal
CSUSB women's water polo , State East Bay University of Notre
won three matches last weekend at Dame and Michigan State the girls
the Coyote Classic women's water are just getting started.
polo tournament.
"It wasn't the strongest part of
The three matches marked the our schedule, but we 'are very good
sixth consecutive win for the. team this year and the weekend will be
and displayed the team's domina- the test for us," said Finwall.
Making changes throughout
tion over their opponents.
.
"We are stok~d about the wins the year has not been in the coachlast weekend and we are itching ing staff's plans.
"Everything we are doing now
for some better competition coming this weekend," said Kaitlin we were doing at the beginning of
Hartman.
the season, we are just getting betThe Coyotes pummeled the ter at it," said Finwall. "We wilt
competition in the tournament and continue to work on the fundamenthey are hoping the momentum tals that ar.e important to the
will carry over through the week- game."
end.
A difference in the player's
"We really try to encourage performance has helped the
each other," Said Hartman. "We Coyotes improve throughout the
have been working out in the season.
morning and afternoon, so we will
" I think we are more patient
continue that this week to keep · and as the season progresses we
momentum for the rest of the sea- are abk to gel as a team,"
son."
described Finwall. "We are focusThe women hope to pursue ing on team accomplishments and
their success through the weekend what will benefit the team."
ofMarch16.
In addition to the team's overThey are scheduled to face all. performance improving, there
teams that have national rankings, has been a major improvement
and preparation will not slow from the new players on the team.
down.
"This year, adding Ashley
"We lift weights two or three Hays into the lineup along with our
times a week, and on Wednesday five starters from last year helps us
mornings we have a kick boxing start at a higher level and maintain
work out to help us with our lever- that . through matches," said
age and balance," said Hartman.
Fin wall.
"We'll continue to make pracWinning is one goal that any
. tice very competitive and push ath- team should have, but the 12-5
letes in practice to achieve what water polo team is ready to keep
we believe they are capable of up with
competition that gets
Staff Writer

in the pool.
"What drives us most is the
team's desire to win, and it is true
that you are only as good as yoLir
we?kest player, so we count on
each other to play hard," said
Hartman. '

"In order to be successful, we
have to stay focused, take advantage of early leads and expose
team's weaknesse~ ." ·
The team's next home game is
on March 21 at 3 p.m. against
Colorado State. The match will be

held at San Bernardino Aquatic
Center.
The Coyotes will head to
Tempe, Arizona for the ASU Sun
Devil Tournament on March 2930starting at 9 a.m. ·

Courtesy of Sarah Schweiger

Freyja Berg has proven to be a key asset to the Coyotes women's
water polo team. The team won their last three matches when
they hosted their annual Coyote Classic water polo tournament.
They have been practicing nonstop to improve their performance.

Looking for a great job?
Ev~r thought about the Public Sector with -22 million of them?

A..rowhead Arts Association ·
presents

To qualify for great opportunities, a

Tilt CotturtMaMtr Strks

Masters of Public Administration

Chamber music concerts- Sundays at 4:00PM
Lake Anowll«~d Country Club
250 Golf Course Road, Lake Anowlt«~d, CA9235l

is an enormous advantage. All majors welcome!

~bnh 30

Jeffrey Solow, cella
A)'ke A~s,piano
M.Jstc by Haydn, Schumann, Bruch, Debussy,
Tchaikovsky, Rachmiliinof( and more

Come to an information session on ...
Aprill oth at 4:30PM

April27

In Jack Brown 280

'

Alan Gampd,pfano

Mmic by Chopin, Rav~. and Copland
JoMthan Mnck. lyriC lelr)r
Vidd R...1y,piano
MJsic by Mozart, Schubert Faure, and Sondheim

May 18

COJICE'l't$20.00

For infonnation about the MPA program contact:

DinuerattlteComltty Club aft« theptrform.'lnce$30.00
~lease make advance reservations for dinner.909·337·2441)

Olga Valdivia at (909)537-3759, or email atosuarez@c·susb.edu
or

For more llform.,tion, call ~-337-4296

or email at invanwart@csusb.edu

www.arrowheadarts.org

l . I CalStateTEACH

U~ TEACHER PR.EPARATION PROGRAM
Are you ready to pursue a

California Teaching Credential?

MPA office·Iocated in Jack Brown 456

California State University is offering a unique opportwlity combining the
· latest technology, home study and group seminars leading to aK-12
Multiple Subjects credential. Intern and student teaching options available.
· Please visit our website at:

www.calstateteach.net/a7
Summer, Fall, and Spring start dates.
Please check our website for application deadlines.
'.\

Womens.
basketball ·
faces a
new battle
Khorry Lewis
Staff Writer

any

Dr. Van Wart, Chair at (909)537-5759

11.

The women's Coyote basket- ,
ball team has had a long journey ·
fighting their way up to a top seed ·
in the NCAA Division I1 West '
Regional Tournament.
The 21-7 Coyotes are going
into the tournament as the runner
up in the California Collegiate
Athletic Association (CCAA) conference and will play CCAA conference champi~ns UC San Diego.
This trip will be the second
straight quarterfinal berth for the ·
Coyotes who lost to Chico state iri
the 2007 quarterfinals.
..
"I am very excited about this
upcoming weekend," said Rachel
Johnson.
"It's like everything that we
have worked hard in practice for is
starting to get closer. We are a
weekend away from making history."
The Coyotes will lose dominant senior post player ·vanessa
Wilt next year.
Wi It has been voted the
Daktronics/ NCAA Division IL
West Region women's basketball.
Player of the Year by sports information directors at colleges and
universities in the region.
Wilt has been popular in the
CCAA, already being honored as
the Mo t Valuable Player ot the. •
conference and one of 40 players
to be selected as finalists for the
State Farm's 2008 Division II AliAmerican'Team.
Wilt has taken on a leadership
role, averaging 19.4 points an~
13.6 rebounds per game with a
career high of 69 blocked shot!i
while shooting 55 percent from
the floor.
Along with her impressive
numbers and outstanding season,
Wilt has also set a new team sin- .
· gle-season record for· blocked
shots; rebounds, and rebounds pe~
game.
She also tied the team's single-game-scoring record with 39
points against Cal State Los
Angeles.
Currently, Wilt ranks second
in the nation in rebounds, eighth in
blocked shot and 20th in scoring,
along with scoring a double-double (at least 10 points an
rebounds) in all 28 of her games
this season alone.
Wilt also 'e arned · CCAA
Player of the Week five times this
season.

Cal State San
Bernardino
Becord
OVERALL
All Games
(21-7)
Conference
(15-5)
Non-Conference (6-2)

HOME
(11-2)
All Games
(9-1)
Conference
. Non-Conference (2-1)
AWAY

(8-4)
All Games
(6-4)
Conference
Non-Conference (2-0)
NEUTRAL
All Games
(2-1)
(0-0)
Conference
Non-Conference (2-1)
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Stands empty for COyotes
.

'

FeShea McLaughlin
;Staff Writer

Success is not measured by
. at least not for the
:coyote's baseball team.
·
Crowd attendance is low for
:the Coyote's, and student participa. :tion is scarce.
Head Coach Don Parnell said
.there are almost no. students pres:ent at the Coyote's home games,
:which are hosted at Arrowhead
Credit Union Park m San
'Bernardino.
The average. fan base at a
·home game is around 150 people,
.most of them player's family mem;bers. There is little community
:support, or interest in the CSUSB
.bas.eball program; at least. accord:ing to the numbers.
School official~ say lack of
.
:promotion may be the reason for
:the limited crowd attendance.
.
Parnell said, "To get a big~er
:following, there must be a desire
'by our athletic department to
·emphasize all sports with equal
enthusiasm, and relative funding."
The largest crowd the
Coyote's have drawn this year was
•at .a non-conference home game
against Colorado-Pueblo. The
crowd still holds the season's
record with 415 in attendance.
This baseball record breaker is
less than half of the average crowd
at a home basketball game. On an
average, there have been 800 people in attendance per home game.
On break- the- record night, there
was a crowd of 2,200 people that
filled the Coussoulis Arena.
Michael Murphy, assistant
athletic director at CSUSB, said
that ASI built ..a student recruiting
center for basketball's games.
The "student rooting section
usually gets us 150 to 200 students
:re~ognition,

Scott Heaton
Staff Writer

A majority of the fans are family
in that section and others scattered
around."
There are almost no students
in attendance at the men's baseball
game, according to Parnell. There
are also no programs or promotions to change that.
Murphy admits to a lack of
adequate marketing to rely on:.
"Athletics must do a better of
marketing our games to students
that live on or near campus as well
as the community. We don't have a

Consistency for CSUSB
men's basketball· team has been
hard to find this season.
The Coyotes are loaded with
talent but lack experience playing
together.
CSUSB (22-7) lost their four
top scorers from last year's team,
which explains why they have had
a hard time being consistent.
The team has done well this
year, earning a share of the CCAA
league championship.
'Head coach Jeff Oliver has to
take the credit for putting together
a successful team that lacks experience playing together.
Oliver has had to rely on players who are either brand new to
the team or players that had minimal roles last year, to lead the
team.
Three seniors stepped up.
Marlon Pierce, Lance Ortiz
FeShea Mclaughlin/ Chronicle ·
and Michael Earl were all selected
members of the players on the team as the student crowds dwindle for many of the athletic teams.
AlHXAA
to
first
team
full-time marketing director. We gram's accomplishments to those · due back at home until April 19. Basketball.
Each looks forward to playing
need promotions that offer. incen- that contribute financially to the Their double header games (April
19) begin at noon, and will be hostbasketball beyond college.
tives to attend," Murphy said.
baseball team.
All three were a big reason
Success for the baseball team
"I do appreciate those that ed at Fiscalini Field.
is not measured by how many peo- attend. Those that are kind enough
Arrowhead Credit Union park the Coyotes were able to fmd sucple come to watch. Coach Parnell to donate money to the program is located in San Bernardino at 280 cess.
Peirce and Ortiz are junior
said the crowd does not affect the contribute (to our achievements)."
S "E" St. Entrance is free for stucollege transfers who have only
There is little time left to catch dents with Coyote ID. Students,
success, or progress of his players.
Murphy agrees.
·
the Coyote's in action. March 21(6 and the community, can locate the one year of playing together.
Earl transferred from Utah
"We measure success by the pm) and March 22(noon) are the Coyote's game schedule.
State and this is his first year with
Visit the Athletic department's
performance of our student-ath- last opportunities to ca~ch the baseball team at home for a month. web site for game times and loca- the teain.
letes; not the size of the crowd."
Imagine what they could have
Parnell does attribute his pro- They will be travelling, and are not tions.
done if they had a few years
together.
Oliver quickly got his team
on the same page, winning their
first seven games, but there were ·
times during the season when their
lack of experience together was
the barrel. It seems that traveling
evident.
in' class comes with the prerequiThe Coyotes traveled to last
site of putting up big numbers in
place
Chico State on Feb. 9 and
the win column.
63-60.
lost
In sports, as you get older and
Then, the Coyotes went on to
play for bigger organizations, you
win three games in a row, two of
travel further. In college these stuwhich were against playoff-bound
dent athletes get the privilege to
teams.
travel to other cities and even other
CSUSB is now on their way
states.
to the University of AlaskaAfter speaking with CSUSB's
Anchorage to defend their
softball team, they say that they try
Division II West Regional title.
not to let traveling affect their play.
If the Coyotes can win the
After the year is over, they will
West Regional they will go on to
have traveled· to San Francisco,
the
NCAA
Tournament
Arcata, Turlock, and even
Quarterfinals and will meet the
Phoenix; Arizona. ·
East Regional Champion.
"When we play in tournaNow is the time for the
ments in a new location, no matter
Coyotes
to play consistent baskethow far away it is, we still are
ball
because
they will play BYUfocu·s ed on the same goal, which is
Hawaii, a team CS{.!SB b eat last
winning," said Head Coach Tacy
year.
Duncan.
BYU -Hawaii has several
Some players are affected
returning player~ from last year's
when they play at a new location.
team.
They may be distracted or intimiThey also have Lucas Alves, a
dated by new teams and players.
6-foot-nine-inch,
230-pound
They almost seem a little timid by ·
Brazilian center who averaged
'not being in their comfort zone.
20.5 points and 8.5 rebounds per
As for Nicole Camarena, the
game.
road games have not affected her
The Coyotes will need to play
at all. When traveling to Phoenix,
up
to
their reputation for having
Arizona for the Shutts Sports
good
defense
to stop this All-West
Lead-off Classic Tournament, she
Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle
Regional player.
pounded the ball. She dropped five
The women's softball team focuses on striking out their oppoBYU-Hawaii has been playhomeruns in seven games as the
nents to close out the game.
ing well of late.
coyotes won four of those seven
They have won seven of their
her team win in way she could.
"Traveling out there was good
games.
" lt seemed like she hit a
Camarena sa\d that the team for our team. We saw a lot of last eight g~mes to finish the seahome-run or a double every time enjoyed going out to Arizona· to teams, different talent and we had son.
CSUSB looks to duplicate the ·
play because 'they saw a number of fun as a team," said Camarena.
she came up," said Duncan.
The coyote's record for their success of last year in which they
Camarena explained that she different teams out of their conferWebt all the way to the semi-fmal
didn' t try to change anything ence. Also it was fun watching . away games is 7-5-1.
because she was at a new place. teams in their conference competThey are looking to change game of the NCJ0. I?ivisjon II
She just tried staying confident at ing against all the rest of the teams that and fight through the away tournament.
every single at bat and tried to help there.
games.

Women's softball takes to the road
Enedino Romero Lopez
. Staff Writer

Traveling is always a hassle.
The drive or flight, the time and
the costs are all just a cluster of
problems ~hat most would love to
avoid.
Then, after finally arriving at
your destination tired, you just

Players
step up
to their
next ·test

want to relax. But if you're on a
CSUSB athletic team, you have to
handle your business.
CSUSBs teams travels to all
their games in either a bus or by
driving themselves. Flying to locations gets pretty expen!live so not
every team can travel by air.
CSUSB 's softball team is
frustrated by qeing at the bottom of

Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle

Jordan Dahl heads up to bat for the Coyotes.

